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Programming of time-to-peak force for brief isometric force pulses: Effects on reaction time Hannes Schro¨ter University of Tu¨bingen, Tu¨bingen, Germany



According to the parallel force unit model (PFUM) the programming of an isometric force pulse requires the specification of the number of force units and force unit duration. The programming of a force pulse with minimal time-to-peak force is an exception, however, as force unit duration is limited by the minimal possible value, which should be easier to adjust than larger force unit durations. Therefore, the duration of the programming process should be shorter for these force pulses and hence should result in shorter reaction time (RT). Four experiments assessed this prediction using a response precueing procedure. In each experiment the participants produced isometric flexions with their left or right index finger, and time-to-peak force was manipulated within a block. The results are consistent with the predictions of PFUM. The results, however, are at variance with alternative accounts which assume that RT depends primarily on response duration or rate of force production.



All our interactions with the outside world are mediated by the activity of our muscles, which generate the driving force underlying all body movements. The precise control of muscle force is, for example, necessary to grasp, lift, and manipulate objects (Go¨lge et al., 2003; Johansson & Westling, 1990; Nowak, Hermsdo¨rfer, & Topka, 2003). Prominent models of motor behaviour assume that the control of response force provides the link between central control mechanisms and motor action, as the properties of ballistic movements depend on the preceding activity of our muscles (Carlton & Newell, 1993; Schmidt,



Zelaznik, Hawkins, Frank, & Quinn, 1979; see also, Rinkenauer, 2000). A fundamental question then concerns the mechanisms underlying the central control of force. The present study aims at addressing this question by studying the programming of brief isometric force pulses. Specifically, the study tested the predictions of three accounts that make different assumptions about which force pulse characteristics are determinants of reaction time (RT). Isometric force pulses can be characterized by few parameters—namely, force amplitude or peak force, time-to-peak force (TTP), rate of
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force production, and pulse duration. The use of brief isometric force pulses in studying control of force involves several advantages. First, such brief motor actions are assumed to be primarily controlled by a motor programme because there is not enough time for corrections based on feedback processes (Keele, 1968; Osman, Kornblum, & Meyer, 1990). Second, in contrast to dynamic responses, isometric force pulses involve no changes in limb positions and consequently no complex changes of forces acting on the joints (Ghez & Gordon, 1987). Third, because no changes in muscle length are involved, stretch reflexes do not complicate the analysis of the control mechanisms underlying isometric force production. As RT provides an indicator for the duration of programming processes (Henry, 1981; Keele, 1968; Keele, Cohen, & Ivry, 1990; Rosenbaum, 1980, 1983), several studies used RT to investigate more specifically the parameters that are important in the central control of response force. For example, Carlton, Carlton, and Newell (1987) studied the influence of response dynamics on both simple and choice RT. In the first experiment of their study, participants had to produce isometric flexions with the index finger of their dominant hand and were free to vary peak force. In the simple RT task, force pulse duration was varied across blocks (150, 300, 450, or 600 ms). In the choice RT task, one of the two response signals required a response with shorter force pulse duration and the other one a response with longer pulse duration. Each combination of two pulse durations was tested in a separate block. Carlton et al. (1987) reported that simple RT did not differ significantly between the four pulse durations, whereas choice RT was significantly shorter for force pulses with a duration of 150 ms than for force pulses with longer durations.



However, when both response alternatives were force pulses with durations longer than 150 ms there were no significant differences in choice RT. Carlton et al. assumed that there were no effects on RT—except the choice RT advantage for force pulses with a duration of 150 ms— because participants tended to keep rate of force production constant for force pulses of different durations. They tested this assumption in two additional experiments. In their second experiment, Carlton et al. varied peak force in simple and choice RT tasks in which participants were free to vary force duration. In agreement with their assumption, they found both shorter simple and choice RT for higher rates of force production. In their third experiment Carlton et al. varied rate of force production in a simple RT task under conditions in which both peak force and force duration were constrained. At least in some conditions, RT was shorter for force pulses with higher rate of force production. On the basis of all this evidence, they concluded that rate of force production is a major determinant of RT with higher rate of force production resulting in shorter RTs.1 Further evidence for an influence of rate of force production on RT was provided by an experiment of van Boxtel, van den Boogart, and Brunia (1993; see also van Boxtel & Brunia, 1994), who studied isometric force pulses using a response precueing paradigm (LaBerge, van Gelder, & Yellot, 1970; Rosenbaum, 1980, 1983). Generally, in response precueing experiments a precue provides advance information about the upcoming response, and participants are instructed to use this information to prepare their responses. After the preparatory interval, the imperative signal is presented, which specifies the required response unambiguously with each imperative signal mapped onto a different response. The typical



1



Clearly, a force pulse characteristic like rate of force production cannot influence RT directly as the past does not depend on the future. However, RT can be influenced by the duration of programming processes that involve the specification of response parameters controlling response characteristics (Rosenbaum, 1980, 1983; see also Falkenberg & Newell, 1980). In particular, the specification of response parameter(s) that control rate of force production may be completed earlier when the required rate of force production of the to-be-executed force pulse is relatively high. In the following, the terminology of “an influence of a response characteristic on RT”, is only used to enhance readability.
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result of precueing experiments is that choice RT decreases with increasing amount of advance information about the response (e.g., Anson, Hyland, Ko¨tter, & Wickens, 2000; Bonnet, Requin, & Stelmach, 1982; Jentzsch & Leuthold, 2002; Rosenbaum, 1980, 1983; Ulrich, Leuthold, & Sommer, 1998). According to Rosenbaum, advance information about the properties of the required response enables the system to specify the corresponding response parameters before the onset of the imperative stimulus. In the study of van Boxtel et al. (1993) participants had to produce isometric force with a precision grip of their right thumb and index finger on a force transducer. The participants were instructed to produce a target peak force of 15% of maximal voluntary force (MVF) either with minimal or with longer TTP. In one type of block, advance information about TTP was given; in the other it was not. The authors reported a typical precueing effect. In blocks with advance information about TTP, premotor RT (i.e., the onset of the EMG) was about 75 ms shorter than that in blocks without advance information. More importantly, premotor RT for responses with minimal TTP was shorter than that for responses with longer TTP. The RT advantage for responses with minimal TTP was about 30 ms in blocks without advance information and diminished to about 5 ms in blocks with advance information. As rate of force production was higher for force pulses with minimal TTP than for force pulses with longer TTP, van Boxtel et al. (1993) interpreted their results as evidence for an important role of rate of force production in the programming of force pulses. Additional evidence that rate of force production affects RT was provided by a response precueing study of Sommer, Leuthold, and Ulrich (1994). In this experiment participants had to produce isometric flexions with their index finger. The factors peak force (10 vs. 50%



MVF) and TTP (100 vs. 200 ms) were factorially combined, and each combination was tested blockwise. In each trial a precue provided advance information about the response hand. As rate of force production is positively correlated with response force (for a constant value of TTP) and negatively correlated with TTP (for a constant value of peak force), rate of force production was higher both for stronger responses and for responses with shorter TTP. Sommer et al. (1994) reported marginally significant RT advantages for both stronger responses (60 ms) and for responses with shorter TTP (30 ms).2 The results of Carlton et al. (1987), van Boxtel et al. (1993), and Sommer et al. (1994) seem to be at variance with accounts that assume that response duration is a major determinant of RT. In the dit –dah paradigm (Klapp, 1974, 1995, 2003; Vidal, Bonnet, & Macar, 1991; Vidal, Macar, & Bonnet, 1996) participants have to respond either with a short (morse code dit) or a long (morse code dah) response. Most studies (Klapp, 1977; Klapp & Erwin, 1976; Klapp, Wyatt, & Lingo, 1974) reported shorter choice RT for dit than for dah responses. Traditionally this effect has been interpreted as evidence for the memory drum theory (Henry, 1980, 1981; Henry & Rogers, 1960). This theory assumes that the longer RT for responses of longer duration reflects the more complex programming processes underlying these responses. As dit – dah experiments usually did not control for response dynamics, however, it remains unclear whether some dit – dah effects are primarily caused by differences in duration per se or rather by differences in other response characteristics (e.g., rate of force production). Although there is some evidence that rate of force production is a major determinant of RT and hence could be a response parameter in the underlying motor programme, there are alternative accounts with regard to the control of isometric



2



A similar result was reported in a choice RT study of Masaki, Wild-Wall, Sangals, and Sommer (2004). In this study participants had to produce force pulses by extensions of their left and right index fingers, and TTP (100 vs. 300 ms) was manipulated across blocks. Mean RT for force pulses with shorter TTP was around 30 ms shorter than that for force pulses with longer TTP. However, rate of force production and peak force were not reported in this study. THE QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY, 2006, 59 (7)
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force pulses. For example, a model of the control of brief isometric force pulses is the parallel force unit model (PFUM) by Ulrich and Wing (1991, 1993). PFUM assumes that a force pulse reflects the sum of forces that are generated by many force units. According to PFUM, the force contributed by each force unit to a given point in time is defined as a random variable. It is assumed that there is a random delay after the recruitment of a single unit by a central command in which the unit does not contribute any force at all. After this delay the force unit contributes force according to a nonnegative force-time function, which is temporally shifted by the delay. According to PFUM, force pulses are principally controlled by adjusting two response parameters in the underlying motor programmes—namely, the number of recruited force units and force unit duration (i.e., the duration for which a single unit contributes its force). Although PFUM focuses on explaining the variability of force pulses (for a detailed discussion, see Ulrich & Wing, 1991; Ulrich, Wing, & Rinkenauer, 1995), it also implies predictions about which factors should influence RT (see also Masaki, Wild-Wall, Sangals, & Sommer, 2004; Rinkenauer, 2000). PFUM predicts that for almost all force pulses both the number of force units and force unit duration have to be specified in the underlying motor programme. Because the two parameters act in a nonlinear fashion on peak force, the programming process must involve a tuning of both parameters to ensure the required characteristics of the force pulse. However, force pulses with minimal TTP—about 90 ms for isometric flexions of the index fingers (Freund & Bu¨dingen, 1978)— appear to be an exception. As force unit duration of these force pulses is constrained by the minimal possible value, it does not have to be adjusted via a time-consuming tuning process. Therefore, the programming process of force pulses with minimal TTP includes the adjustment of number of recruited force units only and should be less time consuming than the programming process of force pulses with nonminimal TTP. According to the parameter specification model
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of Rosenbaum (1980, 1983), the different durations of the programming processes should result in shorter RT for force pulses with minimal TTP. In contrast, force pulses with different but nonminimal TTP should have the same RT because both response parameters always have to be tuned and adjusted before the force pulse can be produced. With advance information about TTP, however, the tuning of these parameters can be performed before the onset of the imperative stimulus. As a consequence, RT should no longer be sensitive to the different programming times for force pulses with minimal and nonminimal TTP, respectively. Therefore, PFUM predicts no RT advantage for force pulses with minimal TTP when advance information about TTP is provided. Interestingly, in most choice-RT studies that reported shorter RTs for force pulses with higher rate of force production, one response alternative employed force pulses with minimal TTP (Carlton et al., 1987, Exp. 1; Masaki et al., 2004; Sommer et al., 1994; van Boxtel et al., 1993). Therefore it is possible that some of the RT effects observed in these studies are not primarily due to differences in rate of force production. Furthermore the short durations of dit responses in some dit – dah experiments (e.g., Klapp, 1995; Klapp & Erwin, 1976; Klapp, McRae, & Long, 1978) suggest that TTP of these responses was about the minimal level, as TTP usually corresponds to 40 – 50% of pulse duration (e.g., Carlton et al., 1987). Therefore, the dit – dah effect observed in these studies might not be a result of response duration per se but could reflect the especially short programming process for responses with minimal TTP. This conclusion agrees with studies that suggest that there are no RT differences for force pulses of different but nonminimal TTP (Carlton et al., 1987, Exp. 1) and studies that suggest that the RT advantage of responses with minimal TTP diminishes if advance information about TTP is provided by a precue (van Boxtel et al., 1993). However, as most studies compared only two response alternatives of different TTPs within one block, it is not possible to decide whether
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response duration, rate of force production, or different numbers of to-be-specified response parameters account for the observed RT effects as these potential determinants of RT were confounded. Furthermore, previous studies mentioned before differed with regard to their design (e.g., blocked vs. varied TTP), the response requirements, and the recordings of the responses, making a direct comparison between studies difficult. Therefore, in an attempt to advance our understanding about the control of response force, it seems necessary to test the predictions of the various accounts under identical task conditions. In the present study a response precueing task was used in which different values of TTP were varied within a block. In all experiments participants had to produce force pulses by isometric flexions of their index fingers. Permitted values of peak force and TTP were restricted within clearly defined ranges. Experiment 1 replicated the results of previous studies using two TTP conditions. In Experiment 2, three different values of TTP were used to test the prediction of PFUM that only force pulses with minimal TTP have especially short RT. Experiment 3 tested potential strategic effects by using two nonminimal TTP conditions. Experiment 4 included two additional precue conditions to test whether participants can utilize advance information about TTP more efficiently when the precue also specifies the muscle group involved in the upcoming response.



EXPERIMENT 1 This experiment assessed whether RT for force pulses with minimal TTP is shorter than that for force pulses with longer TTP by using a response precueing procedure. The task required a flexion with minimal TTP (about 100 ms) or with longer TTP (about 200 ms) of either the left or right index finger. Each of the resulting four response alternatives was mapped onto a different imperative signal. In half of the trials, advance information about the required TTP of the upcoming response was provided by a precue, and in the other half of trials, no advance



information about the upcoming response was given. According to the main hypothesis, RT should be shorter for responses with minimal TTP than for responses with nonminimal TTP. Furthermore, this RT advantage should be modulated by precue category. Specifically, with advance information about TTP, the RT advantage for responses in condition TTP100 should diminish to zero, if participants are capable to specify completely the response during the preparation interval.



Method Except as otherwise noted, the same apparatus and procedures were used for all experiments reported in this article. No participant was tested in more than one of the experiments, and all participants were included in the data analysis unless explicitly stated otherwise. Participants A total of 24 students (12 female) of the University of Tu¨bingen participated in a short practice phase (about 20 min) followed by a single 60-min experimental session as partial fulfilment of a course requirement or for payment (E 10). Participants were aged 18– 41 years (M ¼ 25.0 years); 21 were right-handed and 3 left-handed. A total of 3 additional participants were tested. Of these, 2 only participated in the practice phase as they did not fulfil the error criterion in any of the practice blocks (cf. procedure); 1 participated both in the practice phase and in the experimental session but was excluded from data analysis due to a mean error rate above 10% (12.5%) in the experimental session. Apparatus and stimuli The presentation of stimuli and recording of responses (RT and force data) were controlled by an IBM-compatible computer. A chin rest provided a constant viewing distance of 80 cm. All stimuli were presented in white colour on blue background of a colour monitor (resolution of 600 by 400 pixels). The fixation cross (0.1 by 0.18 of visual angle) was presented in the centre
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of the screen. In trials with advance information about TTP, the words “kurz” (“short”) or “lang” (“long”) served as precues, each subtending approximately 2.2 by 0.68 of visual angle. Five plus signs (“þþþþþ”) of roughly equal size were presented in trials with no advance information. The digits 1, 2, 3, and 4 served as imperative stimuli (0.5 by 0.68 of visual angle). The feedback was presented with the help of a white grid (approximately 5.7 by 5.78 of visual angle) that consisted of 25 equally sized squares (5 by 5 matrix). One of the squares was filled in green, yellow, or red depending on the accuracy of the response (cf. procedure). The force – time functions of the responses were recorded by force-sensitive keys, which allowed for nearly isometric flexions of the index fingers. One force key was used for each index finger. A cantilever beam (55  20  2 mm) was held by a clamp at one end; the other end remained free. Strain gauges (Hottwinger Baldwin Messtechnik, Type 6/ 120LY41) were attached near the fixed end of the leaf spring. An adjustable thimble-like holder was attached to the free end of the leaf spring, in which the tip of the index finger lay. Both forearms and palms rested on boards. A response was registered as soon as the force of a flexion exceeded a criterion of 50 cN from the baseline force level, being defined as the average force during a 200ms interval before precue presentation. For calculating the TTP and the pulse duration of a response, a relative force level of 5% MVF was used to score the onset and offset of the force– time function, respectively. Target peak force and target TTP The optimal range of peak force for all responses was defined as 40 –60% MVF (M ¼ 50% MVF); the tolerance ranges were defined as 20 – 39% MVF and 61 – 80% MVF, respectively. The ranges for TTP were defined according to Weber’s Law. The optimal range for TTP in condition TTP100 was defined as 80 –120 ms (M ¼ 100 ms), the tolerance ranges were defined as 40 – 79 ms and 121 – 160 ms, respectively. The optimal range for TTP in condition TTP200 was defined as 160– 240 ms (M ¼ 200 ms); the
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tolerance ranges were defined as 80– 159 ms and 241 –320 ms, respectively. The optimal ranges for peak force and TTP replicated the target regions of two conditions in the study of Sommer et al. (1994). The target TTP of 100 ms for condition TTP100 was chosen to have realistic ranges for optimal and tolerated responses in both condition TTP100 and condition TTP200. The relatively high target peak force was used as participants in the study of Sommer et al. (1994) produced more correct responses in the high (target peak force of 50% MVF) than in the low (target peak force of 10% MVF) peak force conditions. The high percentage of correct and optimal responses in all of the reported experiments as well as the results of other studies (Carlton & Newell, 1987; Freund & Bu¨dingen, 1978; Sommer et al., 1994; Ulrich et al., 1995) suggest that it is possible to reach a peak force of 50% MVF when TTP is about its minimal level. Procedure Each participant was tested first in a practice phase identical to the following experimental session. The practice phase was terminated as soon as the participants achieved an error rate below 15% in a given block. On average, participants needed 2.3 blocks to fulfil this criterion. If the error criterion was not achieved during 6 blocks, the participant was excluded from further testing. Immediately after the practice phase the experimental session was run. At the beginning of both the practice phase and the experimental session, the MVF was determined for each of the participants. Participants were instructed to produce a short (TTP below 300 ms) and forceful isometric flexion with their right and left index fingers. The MVF for the left and the right index finger was defined as the mean of five such successive measurements. The imperative stimulus required a response with an TTP of 100 ms (condition TTP100) or 200 ms (condition TTP200) with either the left or the right index finger. The imperative stimuli were mapped one to one onto the four response alternatives, and the assignment of the imperative
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stimuli to the responses was counterbalanced across participants. In the experimental session each participant was tested in nine blocks of 40 trials each. The first block was regarded as practice and was excluded from data analysis. Each stimulus and each type of precue appeared equally often within a single block. The presentation order of stimuli and precue types was randomized over the trial sequence in each block. Each trial started with the presentation of the fixation cross for 450 ms. Then, the precue was presented for 300 ms. A period of 1,100 ms after precue offset the imperative stimulus was presented for 300 ms. Only the imperative stimulus specified the correct response unambiguously, as the precue never provided advance information about the response hand. A period of 1,600 ms after the offset of the imperative stimulus, feedback was provided for 2,000 ms. The feedback started with the presentation of the white feedback grid. The x-axis of the feedback grid indicated the accuracy of the response’s TTP. The five segments of the x-axis were coded as “too short” (TTP below the lower tolerance range), “a little bit too short” (TTP in the lower tolerance range), “optimal” (TTP in the optimal range), “a little bit too long” (TTP in the upper tolerance range), and “too long” (TTP above the upper tolerance range). The y-axis of the feedback grid described the accuracy of the response’s peak force. Analogous to the x-axis, the five segments of the y-axis were coded as “too weak”, “a little bit too weak”, “optimal”, “a little bit too strong”, and “too strong”. After 1000 ms, 1 of the 25 squares of the grid was colour filled according to the accuracy of the response. If both TTP and peak force of a response were in the optimal range, the centre square was coloured green. If both TTP and peak force were in the tolerance range, or either TTP or peak force was in the tolerance range, and the other parameter was in the optimal range, the



corresponding square of the eight inner squares was coloured yellow. If TTP or peak force or both of the parameters were outside the tolerance range, the corresponding square of the 16 outer squares was coloured red. Another 1,000 ms later the presentation of the feedback grid was aborted. After certain types of erroneous response, feedback was presented as follows: (a) “Zu schnell” (anticipation) after responses with RT below 100 ms; (b) “Zu spa¨t” (miss) after responses with RT above 1,000 ms; (c) “Falsche Hand” (wrong hand) after responses with the wrong hand; (d) “Beide Ha¨nde” (both hands) after responses with both hands. In these cases no feedback grid was presented. After an intertrial interval of 1,900 ms, the next trial started with the presentation of the fixation cross. At the end of each block there was a break in which feedback about the average RT and error rate of that block was provided. The participants started the next block by pressing the space bar. They were instructed to use the precue to prepare their responses, to respond quickly, and to avoid response errors.



Results Each dependent measure was analysed by a separate analysis of variance (ANOVA) with withinsubjects factors of precue (TTP precue, TP vs. no precue, NP) and instructed TTP (TTP100 vs. TTP200).3 A response was defined as an error if (a) the TTP and/or the peak force of the response was outside the tolerated range (feedback grid with red square), (b) it was classified as anticipation or miss, or (c) the participants responded with the wrong hand or both hands. On average, 4.1% of all trials were error trials, which were excluded from data analysis. Force pulse parameters Figure 1 shows the triangulated force-time curves (cf. Carlton et al., 1987), and Table 1 summarizes



3 A pre-analysis of the data revealed no systematic effects of the within-subject factor response hand (left vs. right) in any of the experiments. Therefore, this factor was excluded from the reported analyses, and all data in the table and figures were averaged across left and right responses.
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Figure 1. Triangulated force–time curves as a function of instructed TTP and precue information in Experiment 1. TTP: time-to-peak force. TP: TTP precue. NP: no precue.



the mean TTP, pulse duration, peak force, and rate of force production of correct responses in Experiment 1 as a function of instructed TTP and precue information. In order to assess task performance, TTP and peak force were submitted to separate ANOVAs. In addition, pulse duration and rate of force production were analysed with rate of force production defined as the quotient of peak force by TTP. The ANOVA for TTP revealed a significant effect of instructed TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 278.20, MSE ¼ 590.35, p , .001. As expected, participants produced force pulses with shorter TTP in condition TTP100 (106 ms) than in condition TTP200 (189 ms). There was no significant effect of factor precue, F(1, 23) ¼ 1.97, MSE ¼ 44.95, p . .05. However, the interaction of precue and instructed TTP was significant, F (1, 23) ¼ 8.09, MSE ¼ 49.62, p , .01,



reflecting a smaller deviation from instructed TTP when advance information about TTP was provided than when it was not (cf. Table 1). The analogous ANOVA for pulse duration revealed a significant effect of instructed TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 145.34, MSE ¼ 4,219, p , .001, reflecting a longer pulse duration in condition TTP200 than in TTP100. Neither the effect of precue nor the interaction of both factors was significant (both Fs , 1). The ANOVA for peak force revealed a significant effect of instructed TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 32.20, MSE ¼ 21.53, p , .001. Responses in condition TTP200 were more forceful than those in condition TTP100 (51.7 vs. 46.3% MVF). There was neither a significant effect of precue (F , 1) nor a significant interaction of precue and instructed TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 2.31, MSE ¼ 2.40, p . .05. As one should expect, the ANOVA for rate of force production showed a significant effect of Instructed TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 105.90, MSE ¼ 0.01, p , .001. Rate of force production was higher in condition TTP100 (0.45% MVF/ms) than in condition TTP200 (0.29% MVF/ms). The effect of precue was not significant (F , 1), but there was a statistical trend for the interaction of precue and instructed TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 3.97, MSE ¼ 0.00, p ¼ .058. RT and error rate Figure 2 shows mean RT and mean error rate as a function of instructed TTP and precue information. Of most theoretical interest, the



Table 1. Mean relative TTP, pulse duration, peak force, and rate of force production of correct responses in Experiment 1 as a function of instructed TTP and precue information TTP a Condition TP NP



TTP100 TTP200 TTP100 TTP200



Pulse durationa



M



SD



M



SD



M



SD



M



SD



105 192 108 186



15 37 16 37



235 396 237 395



29 55 31 58



46.0 51.9 46.6 51.5



8.3 8.0 8.3 8.4



0.45 0.28 0.45 0.29



0.08 0.07 0.08 0.08



Note: TTP: time-to-peak force. TP: TTP precue. NP: no precue. MVF: maximal voluntary force. a In ms. b In % MVF. c In % MVF/ms.
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Rate of force productionc



Peak forceb
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suggests that the RT effects observed were not influenced by a speed –accuracy tradeoff (Osman et al., 2000; Wickelgren, 1977).



Figure 2. Mean RT (upper panel) and mean error rate (lower panel) as a function of instructed TTP and precue information in Experiment 1. The error bar in each panel indicates the standard error, which was estimated from the pooled error terms of the corresponding ANOVA (Loftus, 2002). TTP: time-to-peak force. TP: TTP precue. NP: no precue.



ANOVA for RT revealed a significant effect of instructed TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 8.82, MSE ¼ 2,924, p , .01. As predicted by PFUM, RT in condition TTP100 (499 ms) was 32 ms shorter than that in condition TTP200 (531 ms). Furthermore, the factor precue was significant, F(1, 23) ¼ 184.09, MSE ¼ 1,656, p , .001, due to shorter RT in trials with advance information about TTP (459 vs. 571 ms). Importantly, there was a significant interaction of precue and instructed TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 6.28, MSE ¼ 198.06, p , .05. With advance information about TTP, the RT advantage of responses in condition TTP100 was smaller (25 ms) than that without advance information (40 ms). The analogous analysis for error rate revealed only a significant effect of precue, F(1, 23) ¼ 12.47, MSE ¼ 6.03, p , .01, reflecting a smaller error rate when advance information about TTP was provided than when it was not (3.2 vs. 5.0%). Neither the factor instructed TTP (F , 1) nor the interaction of precue and instructed TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 1.51, MSE ¼ 5.23, p . .05, was significant. Overall, the analysis of error rate



Correlations between RT and force pulse parameters Table 2 shows the mean correlations between RT and force pulse parameters (TTP, pulse duration, peak force, rate of force production) as a function of instructed TTP and precue information. To test whether the force pulse parameters per se influence RT, ANOVAs for the correlations between RT and each force pulse parameter were conducted. The correlations were determined for each participant and condition, and the ANOVAs were carried out on Fisher’s Z-transformed correlation coefficients. Overall, the correlations between RT and force pulse parameters were very low (r between 2 .10 and .10). ANOVAs revealed that across conditions, none of these correlations was significantly different from zero. The ANOVA for the correlation between RT and TTP revealed a statistical trend of instructed TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 4.07, MSE ¼ 0.04, p ¼ .055, reflecting a positive correlation in condition TTP100 (r ¼ .06) and a negative correlation in condition TTP200 (r ¼ .03). The ANOVA for the correlation between RT and pulse duration showed no significant effect or interaction. The ANOVA for the correlation between RT and peak force yielded a significant interaction of precue and instructed TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 5.20, MSE ¼ 0.03, p , .05. The ANOVA for the corTable 2. Mean correlations between RT and force pulse parameters in Experiment 1 as a function of instructed TTP and precue information Force pulse parameters



Condition



TTP



Pulse duration



Peak force



Rate of force production



TP



.09 2 .03 .02 2 .03



.10 2 .01 .01 2 .03



.00 2 .05 2 .09 .02



2 .07 .01 2 .10 .05



NP



TTP100 TTP200 TTP100 TTP200



Note: TTP: time-to-peak force. TP: TTP precue. NP: no precue.
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relation between RT and rate of force production showed a significant effect of instructed TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 14.19, MSE ¼ 0.03, p , .01, reflecting a negative correlation in condition TTP100 (r ¼ 2 .09) but a positive one in condition TTP200 (r ¼ .03). No other source of variance was significant for any of the correlations. Optimal responses To test whether the effects on RT were merely an artifact of the relative liberal response criteria (i.e., the large tolerance ranges for peak force and TTP), the RT data were reanalysed including only trials in which the values of TTP and peak force were within the optimal ranges. Table 3 summarizes the mean relative frequency, RT, and force pulse parameters of optimal responses as a function of instructed TTP and precue information. On average, participants produced optimal responses in 50.5% of all trials. Crucially, the relative frequency of optimal responses was not influenced by instructed TTP (F , 1), suggesting that it was equally difficult to produce optimal responses with minimal and nonminimal TTP, respectively. Not surprisingly, the factor precue influenced the relative frequency of optimal responses, F(1, 23) ¼ 14.55, MSE ¼ 27.92, p , .01. With advance information about TTP the relative frequency of optimal responses was higher (52.6%) than that without advance information (48.5%). The interaction of instructed TTP and precue was not significant, F(1, 23) ¼ 1.02, MSE ¼ 25.57, p . .05.



The ANOVA for RT of optimal responses revealed a significant effect of instructed TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 6.61, MSE ¼ 3,623, p , .05, reflecting a 32-ms RT advantage for responses in condition TTP100. The factor precue was significant, F(1, 23) ¼ 157.99, MSE ¼ 1,859, p , .001. With advance information about TTP, RT of optimal responses was 110 ms shorter than that without advance information. The interaction of precue and instructed TTP was again significant, F(1, 23) ¼ 7.78, MSE ¼ 421.47, p , .05. The RT advantage of responses in condition TTP100 was smaller when advance information about TTP was provided (19 ms) than when it was not (43 ms). Overall, the analysis of optimal responses revealed the same pattern of results as the previous analysis. This was also the case for the other experiments reported in this study. Therefore, only the overall analysis of both tolerated and optimal responses are reported in the results sections of the following experiments.



Discussion The analysis of the force pulse parameters, the high percentage of optimal responses, and the small percentage of response errors suggest that the participants were able to produce the required force pulses accurately. Mean TTP differed significantly between conditions TTP100 and TTP200 with participants slightly overshooting the instructed TTP in condition TTP100 and slightly undershooting it in condition TTP200.



Table 3. Mean relative frequency, RT, TTP, pulse duration, peak force, and rate of force production of optimal responses in Experiment 1 as a function of instructed TTP and precue information RT b Condition TP NP



TTP100 TTP200 TTP100 TTP200



Pulse durationb



TTP b



Peak forcec



Rate of force productiond



Frequencya



M



SD



M



SD



M



SD



M



SD



M



SD



53.6 51.6 50.5 46.4



448 467 547 590



83 85 93 99



102 194 104 193



10 23 10 22



231 399 233 406



22 45 24 48



47.8 50.9 48.3 50.4



4.8 4.9 4.8 5.1



0.48 0.27 0.47 0.27



0.06 0.04 0.06 0.04



Note: TTP: time-to-peak force. TP: TTP precue. NP: no precue. MVF: maximal voluntary force. a In %. bIn ms. cIn % MVF. dIn % MVF/ms.
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On average, peak force was just about the instructed value, but participants responded on average too forcefully in condition TTP200 and too weakly in condition TTP100. This effect, which was also observed in the following experiments, could reflect the tuning of the two response parameters assumed by PFUM and is discussed in the General Discussion. The large precue effect of over 100 ms suggests that the participants followed the instruction to use the precue to prepare their responses. This precue effect is consistent with the finding of other precuing studies (Anson et al., 2000; Bonnet et al., 1982; Jentzsch & Leuthold, 2002; Rosenbaum, 1980; Ulrich et al., 1998) and probably reflects the acceleration of two different processes within the information-processing chain. A part of this effect may arise due to an acceleration of motor processes (Leuthold, Sommer, & Ulrich, 1996; Rosenbaum, 1980, 1983). However, as the precue reduces the number of response alternatives, it does also reduce the duration of premotor processes (eg., response selection; Frith & Done, 1986; Goodman & Kelso, 1980; Hick, 1952; Leuthold et al., 1996; Miller & Ulrich, 1998). The main hypothesis was supported as RT was around 30 ms shorter in condition TTP100 than in condition TTP200. This RT advantage of force pulses with minimal TTP replicates the results of other studies (Carlton et al., 1987; Masaki et al., 2004; Sommer et al., 1994; van Boxtel & Brunia, 1994; van Boxtel et al., 1993) and extends them to a task in which (a) instructed TTP was varied within a block, and (b) permitted ranges of peak force and TTP were clearly defined. The low correlations between RT and force pulse parameters suggest that RT does not strongly depend on either pulse duration or on rate of force production as no more than about 1% of the RT variance can be explained by these parameters. For example, there was a weak negative correlation between RT and rate of force production in condition TTP100 but a weak positive correlation in condition TTP200. If rate of force production had a major effect on RT, one would expect high negative correlations between RT



and rate of force production. Furthermore, the negligible correlation between RT and peak force replicated other studies showing that these variables are virtually uncorrelated (e.g., Giray & Ulrich, 1993; Mordkoff, Miller, & Roch, 1996; Ulrich & Mattes, 1996). According to the assumptions of PFUM, the RT advantage results from the fact that force unit duration does not have to be adjusted via a time-consuming tuning process when TTP is about its minimal value. This conclusion is supported by the result that the RT advantage of responses with minimal TTP decreased when advance information about TTP was provided by the precue. When advance information about TTP is provided by the precue, the response parameters seem to be tuned and adjusted before the onset of the imperative signal, and differences in programming duration will not influence RT (Rosenbaum, 1980, 1983). However, there was still an RT advantage for responses with minimal TTP, even when the precue provided information about TTP. One possible explanation for this result is that the participants may not have used the precue to prepare their responses in all trials. An argument against the interpretation of the RT advantage of responses in condition TTP100 as support for PFUM is that participants might be able to produce force pulses with a TTP below 100 ms. If RT is shorter for force pulses with a TTP below 100 ms than for force pulses with a TTP of 100 –120 ms then PFUM could not explain the effect. However, previous studies reported that TTP is about 90 – 100 ms, when participants are instructed to reach the target peak force as fast as possible (e.g., Freund & Bu¨dingen, 1978; Siegel, 1988). In Experiment 1, only 3.2% of all correct responses in condition TTP100 were inside the lower tolerance range (40 – 79 ms), and no response was below the lower tolerance range. Therefore, it seems reasonable to suggest that participants were not able to produce force pulses with a TTP below 100 ms although they tried to reach the target peak force as fast as possible. An additional analysis revealed that RT for responses in condition TTP100 did not differ significantly between TTP ranges of
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40 to 99 ms and 100 to 120 ms. However, if TTP was within the higher tolerance range of condition TTP100 (121 – 160 ms), RT was longer and did not differ significantly from RT in condition TTP200. This result supports PFUM, suggesting that there is an RT advantage only for those force pulses of which TTP is about its minimal value.



EXPERIMENT 2 The results of Experiment 1 support the assumptions of PFUM. However, other accounts also predict an RT advantage for force pulses in condition TTP100 compared to force pulses in condition TTP200. Specifically, rate of force production was higher in condition TTP100 than in condition TTP200. Therefore, the RT advantage of force pulses with minimal TTP could be attributed to the higher rate of force production for these force pulses (Carlton et al., 1987; van Boxtel et al., 1993). Alternatively, as force pulses with minimal TTP had a shorter response duration, the RT advantage observed could also reflect a dit – dah effect (Klapp, 1977, 1995; Klapp & Erwin, 1976; Klapp et al., 1974, 1978; Vidal et al., 1991, 1996). As Experiment 1 compared only two different TTP conditions, and TTP was confounded both with rate of force production and with response duration, it is not possible to discriminate between the three explanations. However, the weak within-condition correlations between RT and force pulse parameters in Experiment 1 provide some evidence that neither rate of force production nor pulse duration has a major effect on RT. Experiment 2 was conducted to test the predictions of PFUM against alternative accounts directly by incorporating an additional nonminimal TTP condition (TTP150). According to PFUM, RT should not differ in conditions TTP150 and TTP200, but should be shorter in condition TTP100. Furthermore, this RT advantage should be modulated by precue category, with a smaller advantage in trials with advance information about TTP. In contrast to the
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predictions of PFUM, one would expect an increase of RT with increasing TTP if rate of force production or response duration have a major influence on RT.



Method The main difference to Experiment 1 was the additional condition TTP150. The optimal range for TTP in condition TTP150 was defined as 120 –180 ms (M ¼ 150 ms); the tolerance ranges were defined as 60 –119 ms and 181 –240 ms, respectively. The word “mittel” (“medium”) served as precue for trials in condition TTP150 when advance information about TTP was provided. As there were six different response alternatives in Experiment 2, the digits 1 –6 served as imperative stimuli. The stimulus-to-response mapping was chosen in a pseudorandom fashion with the restriction that each participant was assigned to a different mapping. To obtain an equal number of trials per condition as in Experiment 1, each of the nine blocks of the experimental session consisted of 60 trials. The first block of the experimental session was regarded as practice and excluded from analysis.



Participants A total of 24 students (20 female) of the University of Tu¨bingen participated in a single short practice phase (about 20 min) and a single 90 min experimental session as partial fulfilment of a course requirement or for payment (E 15). Participants were aged 18– 37 years (M ¼ 22.5 years); 21 were right-handed and 3 left-handed. On average, the participants needed three blocks to achieve the error criterion during the practice phase. A total of 5 additional participants were tested. Of these, 3 participated only in the practice phase as they did not fulfil the error criterion in any of the six practice blocks; 2 of them participated in both the practice phase and the experimental session but were excluded from data analysis due to a mean error rate above 10% (27.3 and 46.6%) in the experimental session.
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Results Each dependent measure was analysed in a separate ANOVA with within-subjects factors of precue (TP vs. NP) and instructed TTP (TTP100, TTP150, vs. TTP200). If necessary, all p-values obtained from repeated-measures ANOVAs were adjusted using the Greenhouse– Geisser correction for violations of the sphericity assumption (Huynh, 1978). On average, 5.0% of all trials were error trials, which were excluded from data analysis. Force pulse parameters Figure 3 shows the triangulated force-time curves, and Table 4 summarizes the mean TTP, pulse



Figure 3. Triangulated force–time curves as a function of instructed TTP and precue information in Experiment 2. TTP: time-to-peak force. TP: TTP precue. NP: no precue.



duration, peak force, and rate of force production of correct responses in Experiment 2 as a function of instructed TTP and precue information. As in Experiment 1 the ANOVA for TTP revealed a significant effect of instructed TTP, F(2, 46) ¼ 175.83, MSE ¼ 521.32, p , .001. As expected, planned contrasts using the Tukey procedure showed that the average TTP in conditions TTP100 (108 ms), TTP150 (157 ms), and TTP200 (195 ms) differed significantly from each other (critical value: 11.3 ms, all ps , .05). There was neither a significant effect of precue (F , 1) nor a significant interaction of precue and instructed TTP, F(2, 46) ¼ 1.59, MSE ¼ 30.94, p . .05. The analogous ANOVA for pulse duration revealed a significant effect of instructed TTP, F(2, 46) ¼ 168.82, MSE ¼ 1,743, p , .001. Pulse duration (critical value: 20.6 ms, all ps , .05) was shortest in condition TTP100 (244 ms), intermediate in condition TTP150 (331 ms), and longest in condition TTP200 (401 ms). Neither the effect of precue nor the interaction of the two factors was significant (both Fs , 1). The ANOVA for peak force revealed a significant effect of instructed TTP, F(2, 46) ¼ 48.29, MSE ¼ 23.88, p , .001. Peak force differed significantly in all TTP conditions (critical value: 2.42% MVF, all ps , .05), with smallest peak force in condition TTP100 (43.6% MVF), medium peak force in condition TTP150 (47.5% MVF), and highest peak force in condition



Table 4. Mean relative TTP, pulse duration, peak force, and rate of force production of correct responses in Experiment 2 as a function of instructed TTP and precue information TTP b Condition TP



NP



TTP100 TTP150 TTP200 TTP100 TTP150 TTP200



Pulse durationb



Rate of force productiond



Peak forcec



M



SD



M



SD



M



SD



M



SD



107 157 196 109 157 194



15 28 34 16 29 36



244 331 401 245 332 400



27 42 53 28 45 56



42.9 47.3 53.5 44.4 47.7 53.3



8.7 8.4 8.8 8.9 8.3 8.8



0.41 0.31 0.28 0.42 0.31 0.29



0.08 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.07 0.07



Note: TTP: time-to-peak force. TP: TTP precue. NP: no precue. MVF: maximal voluntary force. In ms. bIn % MVF. cIn % MVF/ms.



a
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TTP200 (53.4% MVF). There was no significant effect of precue, F(1, 23) ¼ 1.97, MSE ¼ 5.64, p . .05. However, there was a significant interaction of precue and instructed TTP, F(2, 46) ¼ 4.84, MSE ¼ 1.91, p , .05. The ANOVA for rate of force production showed a significant effect of instructed TTP, F(2, 46) ¼ 47.61, MSE ¼ 0.00, p , .001. Planned contrasts (critical value: 0.03% MVF/ms; both ps , .05) showed that rate of force production was higher in condition TTP100 (0.41% MVF/ms) than in conditions TTP150 (0.31% MVF/ms) and TTP200 (0.28% MVF/ms). The difference of rate of force production between the two latter conditions was marginally significant (p , .10). Neither the effect of precue, F(1, 23) ¼ 2.86, MSE ¼ 0.00, p . .05, nor the interaction of precue and instructed TTP (F , 1) was significant. RT and error rate Figure 4 shows mean RT and mean error rate as a function of instructed TTP and precue information. As in Experiment 1, the ANOVA for RT revealed a significant effect of instructed TTP, F(2, 46) ¼ 24.84, MSE ¼ 977.59, p ,



.001. Planned contrasts using the Tukey procedure showed that RT in condition TTP100 (539 ms) was shorter than those in conditions TTP150 (582 ms) and TTP200 (572 ms; critical value: 15.5 ms, both ps , .05). Theoretically most important, however, was that RT did not differ significantly between conditions TTP150 and TTP200 (p . .05). The effect of precue was significant, F(1, 23) ¼ 166.50, MSE ¼ 4,057, p , .001, reflecting shorter RT when advance information about TTP was provided (496 ms) than when it was not (633 ms). Surprisingly, the interaction of precue and instructed TTP was not significant (F , 1). The analogous analysis for error rate revealed a significant effect of precue, F(1, 23) ¼ 24.02, MSE ¼ 23.28, p , .001, reflecting a smaller error rate when advance information about TTP was provided than when it was not (3.1 vs. 7.0%). There was neither a significant effect of instructed TTP (F , 1) nor a significant interaction of the two factors, F(2, 46) ¼ 1.61, MSE ¼ 5.24, p . .05. The analysis of error rate suggests that the RT results were not influenced by a speed – accuracy tradeoff. Correlations between RT and force pulse parameters Table 5 shows the correlations between RT and force pulse parameters (TTP, pulse duration, peak force, rate of force production) as a function Table 5. Mean correlations between RT and force pulse parameters in Experiment 2 as a function of instructed TTP and precue information Force pulse parameters



Condition



TTP



Pulse duration



Peak force



Rate of force production



TP



.12 .02 2.01 2.08 2.07 2.07



.08 2.01 .01 2.07 2.08 2.04



.02 2.02 2.04 2.04 .00 2.03



2.06 2.01 2.03 .02 .06 .07



NP Figure 4. Mean RT (upper panel) and mean error rate (lower panel) as a function of instructed TTP and precue information in Experiment 2. TTP: time-to-peak force. TP: TTP precue. NP: no precue.
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TTP100 TTP150 TTP200 TTP100 TTP150 TTP200



Note: TTP: time-to-peak force. TP: TTP precue. NP: no precue.
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of instructed TTP and precue information. Overall, the correlations between RT and force pulse parameters were low (between .08 and .12). ANOVAs revealed that across conditions, none of these correlations was significantly different from zero (all Fs , 1). The ANOVA for the correlation between RT and TTP yielded only a significant effect of precue, F(1, 23) ¼ 16.04, MSE ¼ 0.03, p , .01. There was a positive correlation between RT and TTP when advance information about TTP was provided (r ¼.04) and a negative one when it was not (r ¼.08). The ANOVA for the correlation between RT and pulse duration also revealed only a significant effect of precue, F(1, 23) ¼ 10.30, MSE ¼ 0.03, p , .01. Corresponding to the correlation between RT and TTP, the correlation between RT and pulse duation was positive when advance information about TTP was provided (r ¼ .03) and negative when there was no advance information about TTP (r ¼ 2 .06). The ANOVA for the correlation of RT and peak force revealed no significant effects or interactions. The ANOVA for the correlation of RT and rate of force production showed a significant effect of precue, F(1, 23) ¼ 5.55, MSE ¼ 0.05, p , .05, reflecting a negative correlation when advance information about TTP was provided (r ¼ .04) and a positive correlation when no information was provided (r ¼ .05). No other source of variance was significant.



Discussion The results of Experiment 2 clearly support the prediction of PFUM that RT is shorter for force pulses with minimal TTP than for force pulses with nonminimal TTP. Responses in condition TTP100 had an RT advantage of about 38 ms but RT was virtually identical in conditions TTP150 and TTP200. This result is at variance with accounts assuming that response duration is the major determinant of RT. As force pulses in condition TTP150 had a shorter response duration than force pulses in condition TTP200, these accounts would predict shorter RT in condition TTP150. Furthermore, the results suggest



that rate of force production is not the major determinant of RT either. Although rate of force production tended to be smaller in condition TTP200 than in condition TTP150, RT was not shorter in the latter condition (in absolute terms, RT was even 10 ms longer). An analysis of optimal responses in Experiment 2 strengthened the assumption that rate of force production does not seem to be the major determinant of RT. Importantly, for these responses rate of force production differed significantly between conditions TTP150 and TTP200 (0.33 vs. 0.27% MVF/ms; critical value: 0.02% MVF/ms, p , .05), but RT did not (581 vs. 568 ms; critical value: 15.1 ms, p , .05). Further evidence that RT is not determined by force pulse parameters per se is provided by the negligible within-condition correlations between RT and force pulse parameters. As in Experiment 1, only about 1% of RT variance can be explained by force pulse parameters. In contrast to the predictions of PFUM and in contrast to the results of Experiment 1, however, the RT advantage of responses in condition TTP100 was not reduced by advance information about TTP. One possible explanation for this outcome is that the abstract stimulus-to-response mapping and the relative high number of response alternatives made response selection rather difficult. As a consequence, the long duration of response selection could have masked effects of programming processes (e.g., Leuthold et al., 1996). Alternatively, the additive effects of precue and instructed TTP may be explained by the fact that the response was unambiguously specified only by the imperative signal as advance information about response hand was never provided. The programming process might be more efficient when the muscle groups involved in the upcoming response is specified before the onset of the imperative stimulus.



EXPERIMENT 3 The results of Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that RT is shorter for force pulses with minimal TTP than for force pulses with nonminimal TTP.
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According to PFUM, this RT advantage results from the shorter programming process of force pulses with minimal TTP. However, potential strategic effects rather than differences in the programming process may be responsible for the RT advantage observed in the two previous experiments. Specifically, the instruction to reach the required peak force in short time in trials of condition TTP100 and the precue “kurz” (“short”) could have introduced a bias to initiate the response earlier in trials of condition TTP100. There was no sign of a speed –accuracy tradeoff in Experiments 1 and 2 that would provide strong evidence for this assumption. The RT advantage of force pulses in condition TTP100 was relatively small, however, so that potential biases may have been too weak to influence error rate. Experiment 3 tested for potential strategic effects by using two TTP conditions with nonminimal TTP (TTP150, TTP200), which were identical to the two nonminimal TTP conditions of Experiment 2. Crucially, the same instructions and precues as those in Experiment 1 were used. PFUM predicts equal RT in conditions TTP150 and TTP200 and an additive effect of instructed TTP and precue. In contrast to the predictions of PFUM, there should be an RT advantage for responses in condition TTP150 if strategic effects have a strong influence on RT. The same prediction applies if rate of force production or response duration are the major determinants of RT.



Method The main difference to Experiment 1 was that condition TTP100 was replaced by condition TTP150. This condition was identical to condition TTP150 of Experiment 2 with regard to the optimal and tolerated ranges for TTP and peak force. However, in contrast to Experiment 2 the word “kurz” (“short”) served as precue in trials of condition TTP150 when advance information about TTP was provided. As in the previous experiments the word “lang” (“long”) served as informative precue in trials of condition TTP200. Therefore the precues and instructions used were
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identical to those in Experiment 1. As in Experiment 1 the experimental session consisted of nine blocks of 40 trials each. The first block was regarded as practice and was excluded from data analysis. Participants A total of 24 students (18 female) of the University of Tu¨bingen participated in a single short practice session (around 10 min) and a single 60 min experimental session as partial fulfilment of a course requirement or for payment (E10). Participants were aged 18 –38 years (M ¼ 23.3 years); 18 were right-handed and 6 left-handed. On average, participants needed 2.7 practice blocks to achieve the error criterion. A total of 4 additional participants were tested. Of these, 1 only participated in the practice phase as she did not fulfil the error criterion in any of the six practice blocks; 3 participated in both the practice phase and the experimental session but were excluded from data analysis due to a mean error rate above 10% (23.1, 11.6, and 19.8%) in the experimental session.



Results Each dependent measure was analysed in a separate ANOVA with within-subjects factors of precue (TP vs. NP) and instructed TTP (TTP150 vs. TTP200). On average, 5.6% of all trials were error trials, which were excluded from data analysis. Force pulse parameters Figure 5 shows the triangulated force –time curves, and Table 6 summarizes the mean TTP, pulse duration, peak force, and rate of force production of correct responses in Experiment 3 as a function of instructed TTP and precue information. The ANOVA for TTP revealed a significant effect of instructed TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 147.38, MSE ¼ 683.48, p , .001, reflecting shorter TTP in condition TTP150 (145 ms) than in condition TTP200 (209 ms). There was no significant effect of precue, F (1, 23) ¼ 1.05, MSE ¼ 46.88, p . .05, but a significant interaction of precue
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Figure 5. Triangulated force–time curves as a function of instructed TTP and precue information in Experiment 3. TTP: time-to-peak force. TP: TTP precue. NP: no precue.



and instructed TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 4.78, MSE ¼ 90.56, p , .05. Force pulses in condition TTP150 had slightly shorter TTP when advance information about TTP was provided than when it was not, and the opposite was true for force pulses in condition TTP200 (cf. Table 6). The corresponding ANOVA for pulse duration revealed a significant effect of instructed TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 92.04, MSE ¼ 3,818, p , .001, reflecting a longer pulse duration in condition TTP200 (428 ms) than in condition TTP150 (307 ms). Neither the effect of precue, F(1, 23) ¼ 2.12, MSE ¼ 137.71, p . .05, nor the interaction of the factors was significant, F(1, 23) ¼ 2.06, MSE ¼ 312.27, p . .05.



The ANOVA for peak force revealed a significant effect of instructed TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 62.89, MSE ¼ 17.68, p , .001, reflecting more forceful responses in condition TTP200 (51.8% MVF) than in condition TTP150 (45.0% MVF). The effect of precue was marginally significant, F(1, 23) ¼ 3.22, MSE ¼ 0.95, p ¼.086. Responses tended to be less forceful when advance information about TTP was provided (48.2% MVF) than when it was not (48.6% MVF). The interaction of precue and instructed TTP was not significant (F , 1). Importantly, the ANOVA for rate of force production showed a significant effect of instructed TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 42.83, MSE ¼ 0.00, p , .001, reflecting a higher rate of force production in condition TTP150 (0.32% MVF/ ms) than in condition TTP200 (0.26% MVF/ ms). The effect of precue was not significant (F , 1), but there was a significant interaction of precue and instructed TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 5.84, MSE ¼ 0.00, p , .05. The difference in rate of force production between conditions TTP150 and TTP200 was slightly higher when advance information about TTP was provided by the precue than when it was not (cf. Table 6). RT and error rate Figure 6 shows mean RT and mean error rate as a function of instructed TTP and precue information. Decisively, the ANOVA for RT did not reveal a significant effect of instructed TTP (F , 1), as mean RT was almost equal in conditions



Table 6. Mean relative TTP, pulse duration, peak force, and rate of force production of correct responses in Experiment 3 as a function of instructed TTP and precue information TTP a Condition TP NP



TTP150 TTP200 TTP150 TTP200



Pulse durationa



Rate of force productionc



Peak force b



M



SD



M



SD



M



SD



M



SD



142 211 147 208



25 37 26 39



302 428 311 427



42 59 46 63



44.7 51.7 45.2 51.9



9.0 9.4 8.7 9.3



0.33 0.26 0.32 0.26



0.07 0.06 0.07 0.06



Note: TTP: time-to-peak force. TP: TTP precue. NP: no precue. MUF: maximal voluntary force. a In ms. bIn % MVF. cIn % MVF/ms. THE QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY, 2006, 59 (7)
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Table 7. Mean relative correlations between RT and force pulse parameters in Experiment 3 as a function of instructed TTP and precue information Force pulse parameters



Condition



TTP



Pulse duration



Peak force



Rate of force production



TP



.08 .07 2.01 .07



.07 .03 2.04 .04



2.02 2.07 2.07 2 .10



2.07 2 .11 2.05 2 .13



NP



TTP100 TTP150 TTP100 TTP150



Note: TTP: time-to-peak force. TP: TTP precue. NP: no precue.



Figure 6. Mean RT (upper panel) and mean error rate (lower panel) as function of instructed TTP and precue information in Experiment 3. TTP: time-to-peak force. TP: TTP precue. NP: no precue.



TTP150 (527 ms) and TTP200 (532 ms). The effect of precue was significant, F(1, 23) ¼ 102.23, MSE ¼ 2,473, p , .001, reflecting shorter RTs when advance information about TTP was provided (478 ms) than when it was not (581 ms). As expected, the interaction of precue and instructed TTP was not significant (F , 1). An analogous analysis for the overall error rates revealed a marginally significant effect of instructed TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 3.80, MSE ¼ 41.96, p ¼ .063, reflecting a smaller error rate in condition TTP150 (4.3%) than in condition TTP200 (6.9%). Furthermore, there was a significant effect of precue, F(1, 23) ¼ 6.12, MSE ¼ 10.56, p , .05, due to a smaller error rate when advance information about TTP was provided than when it was not (4.8% vs. 6.4%). The interaction of precue and instructed TTP was not significant, F(1, 23) ¼ 2.08, MSE ¼ 8.52, p . .05. Correlations between RT and force pulse parameters Table 7 shows the correlations between RT and force pulse parameters (TTP, pulse duration,
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peak force, rate of force production) as a function of instructed TTP and precue information. As in Experiments 1 and 2, the correlations between RT and force pulse parameters were low (between 2.13 and .08), and only the correlation between RT and rate of force production (r ¼ 2.09) was significantly different from zero across conditions, F(1, 23) ¼ 6.37, MSE ¼ 0.12, p , .05. ANOVAs revealed no significant source of variance for any of the correlations.



Discussion The results of Experiment 3 suggest that strategic effects were not responsible for the RT advantage of force pulses with minimal TTP observed in Experiments 1 and 2. Although the same instructions and precues were used as those in Experiment 1, RT was virtually identical in conditions TTP150 and TTP200. The statistical trend for a higher error rate in condition TTP200 indicates that the responses were influenced by a small speed –accuracy tradeoff. As error rates were very low, however, it is unlikely that RT was strongly influenced by response initiation biases. Although the interpretation of a zero effect is problematic, the results of Experiment 3 provide some further evidence for the assumption that neither rate of force production nor response duration had a major influence on RT in Experiments 1 and 2. First, as in the previous experiments
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within-condition correlations between RT and force pulse parameters were virtually negligible, so that only about 1– 2% of RT variance can be explained by these parameters. Second, force pulses in condition TTP200 had both a lower rate of force production and a longer response duration than force pulses in condition TTP150, but no RT advantage for responses in condition TTP150 was observed. To obtain even stronger support for this assumption, a combined analysis of Experiments 2 and 3 with the additional between-subjects factor “Experiment” was conducted to increase statistical power. For this analysis, trials of condition TTP100 (Experiment 2) were excluded. ANOVAs revealed significant effects of instructed TTP for both pulse duration, F(1, 46) ¼ 172.12, MSE ¼ 2,521, p , .001, and rate of force production, F(1, 46) ¼ 70.98, MSE ¼ 0.00, p , .001. Pulse duration was shorter (319 vs. 414 ms), and rate of force production was higher (0.32 vs. 0.27% MVF/ms) in condition TTP150 than in condition TTP200, respectively. Importantly, however, the ANOVA for RT revealed neither a significant effect of instructed TTP (F , 1) nor a significant interaction of experiment and instructed TTP, F(1, 46) ¼ 2.44, MSE ¼ 1,166, p . .05. RT in conditions TTP150 and TTP200 was virtually identical (555 vs. 552 ms). Therefore, it appears unlikely that the nonsignificant RT difference observed was due to a Type B error. The results of Experiment 3, however, support PFUM. As PFUM assumes that the same number of response parameters have to be adjusted for responses in conditions TTP150 and TTP200, no RT difference should emerge. Furthermore, as force pulses with different but nonminimal TTP should benefit equally from advance information about TTP, the observed additive effect of precue and instructed TTP is in line with the predictions of PFUM.



EXPERIMENT 4 The results of Experiments 1 and 2 support the prediction of PFUM that RT for force pulses



with TTP about the minimal level is shorter than that for force pulses with nonminimal TTP. With advance information about TTP, however, the RT advantage was only reduced to about 60% (Experiment 1) or not reduced at all (Experiment 2). This outcome is not quite consistent with the combined predictions of PFUM (Ulrich & Wing, 1991) and the parameter specification model of Rosenbaum (1980, 1983). According to the parameter specification model, advance information should enable the specification of the response parameters before the onset of the imperative stimulus. Consequently, RT then should no longer be sensitive to differences in the duration of the programming process, when advance information about TTP is provided. Experiment 4 tested the assumption that the RT advantage of force pulses with minimal TTP was only slightly reduced by advance information about TTP as the muscle groups involved in the upcoming responses were not specified in advance. This assumption gets some support by the precueing experiment of van Boxtel et al. (1993). In their study advance information about TTP reduced the RT advantage of force pulses with minimal TTP from 30 to 5 ms. In contrast to the present experiments, however, participants in the study of van Boxtel et al. (1993) did not need to select between hands, as they always responded with their right hand. Experiment 4 extended Experiment 1 by incorporating two additional precue conditions. In trials of these conditions, the precue provided advance information about the response hand or both the response hand and TTP. This experiment should replicate the precue effect reported in previous precueing studies (e.g., Anson et al., 2000; Bonnet et al., 1982; Jentzsch & Leuthold, 2002; Rosenbaum, 1980; Ulrich et al., 1998). In particular, RT should be shortest when the precue specifies both response hand and TTP and longest when the precue provides no advance information. More importantly, a clear RT advantage of responses with minimal TTP should result when no advance information or only information about the response hand is provided. As in Experiment 1, this RT advantage should be
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reduced in condition TP. According to the hypothesis that the specification process is more efficient when full information about the upcoming response is provided, a further reduction of the RT advantage should be observed when the precue specifies both the response hand and TTP.



Results Each dependent measure was analysed in a separate ANOVA with within-subjects factors of precue (FP, HP, TP, vs. NP) and instructed TTP (TTP100 vs. TTP200). On average, 5.4% of all trials were error trials, which were excluded from data analysis.



Method The main difference from Experiment 1 was the inclusion of the additional precue conditions hand precue (HP) and full precue (FP). The words “links” (“left”) and “rechts” (“right”) served as precues providing advance information about response hand. The hand precue and the TTP precue were concurrently presented in the centre of the screen, one underneath the other. The positions of the two precues were counterbalanced across participants. As in Experiment 1, five plus signs (“ þþþþþ ”) served as uninformative precue, which replaced the hand precue (condition TP), the TTP precue (condition HP), or both precues (condition NP). To obtain an equal number of trials per condition as in Experiment 1, each of the 21 blocks of the experimental session consisted of 32 trials. The first block of the experimental session was regarded as practice and was excluded from analysis. Participants A total of 24 students (13 female) of the University of Tu¨bingen participated in a single short practice phase (around 20 min) and a single 120 min experimental session as partial fulfilment of a course requirement or for payment (E20). Participants were aged 21– 30 years (M ¼ 24.7 years); 21 were right-handed and 3 left-handed. On average, the participants needed 4.3 blocks to achieve the error criterion in the practice phase. A total of 6 additional participants were tested. Of these, 2 only participated in the practice phase as they did not fulfil the error criterion in any of the eight practice blocks; 4 participated in both the practice phase and the experimental session but were excluded from data analysis due to a mean error rate above 10% (11.1 –14.8%) in the experimental session.
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Force pulse parameters Figure 7 shows the triangulated force –time curves, and Table 8 summarizes the mean TTP, pulse duration, peak force, and rate of force production of correct responses in Experiment 4 as a function of instructed TTP and precue information. The ANOVA for TTP revealed a significant effect of instructed TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 324.51, MSE ¼ 1, 160, p , .001. As expected, TTP in condition TTP100 (109 ms) was shorter than that in condition TTP200 (197 ms). The effect of precue was not significant (F , 1). However, again there was a significant interaction of precue and instructed TTP, F(3, 69) ¼ 9.09, MSE ¼ 56.79, p , .001, reflecting a smaller deviation from instructed TTP in trials of conditions FP and TP than in trials of conditions HP and NP (cf. Table 8). The analogous ANOVA for pulse duration revealed corresponding results. The effect of instructed TTP was significant, F(1, 23) ¼ 428.83, MSE ¼ 2,552, p , .001, reflecting a



Figure 7. Triangulated force–time curves as a function of instructed TTP and precue information in Experiment 4. TTP: time-to-peak force. FP: full precue. HP: hand precue; TP: TTP precue. NP: no precue.
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Table 8. Mean relative TTP, pulse duration, peak force, and rate of force production of correct responses in Experiment 4 as a function of instructed TTP and precue information TTP a Condition FP HP TP NP



TTP100 TTP200 TTP100 TTP200 TTP100 TTP200 TTP100 TTP200



Pulse durationa



Rate of force productionc



Peak forceb



M



SD



M



SD



M



SD



M



SD



105 199 111 194 107 201 112 195



17 40 17 40 16 39 17 41



224 384 233 375 230 387 237 382



31 59 30 54 29 53 32 58



44.0 50.8 43.4 50.3 42.0 50.0 44.2 50.8



8.9 8.1 8.3 8.2 8.0 8.2 8.8 8.7



0.43 0.27 0.40 0.28 0.40 0.27 0.40 0.28



0.08 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.07



Note: TTP: time-to-peak force. FP: full precue. HP: hand precue. TP: TTP precue. NP: no precue. MVF: maximal voluntary force. a In ms. bIn % MVF. cIn % MVF/ms.



longer pulse duration in condition TTP200 (382 ms) than TTP100 (231 ms). The effect of precue was not significant, F(3, 69) ¼ 1.88, MSE ¼ 216.92, p . .05 but there was a significant interaction of the two factors, F(3, 69) ¼ 6.85, MSE ¼ 125.70, p , .01. The ANOVA for peak force revealed a significant effect of instructed TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 24.07, MSE ¼ 99.84, p , .001. Responses in condition TTP200 were more forceful than those in condition TTP100 (50.5 vs. 43.4% MVF). There was also a significant effect of precue, F(3, 69) ¼ 4.48, MSE ¼ 4.98, p , .05. Responses in conditions FP and NP (47.5% MVF on average) were more forceful than those in condition TP (46.0% MVF; critical value: 1.20% MVF, both ps , .05). The interaction of precue and instructed TTP was marginally significant, F(3, 69) ¼ 2.49, MSE ¼ 1.94, p ¼.082. The ANOVA for rate of force production revealed a significant effect of instructed TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 83.41, MSE ¼ 0.01, p , .001, reflecting a higher rate of force production in condition TTP100 (0.41% MVF/ms) than in condition TTP200 (0.27% MVF/ms). The effect of precue was also significant, F(3, 69) ¼ 8.15, MSE ¼ 0.00, p , .01. Rate of force production was slightly higher when the precue provided full information (0.35% MVF/ms) than when the precue provided partial or no information (0.34% MVF/ms on average).



Furthermore, the interaction of instructed TTP and precue was significant, F(3, 69) ¼ 16.16, MSE ¼ 0.00, p , .001 (cf. Table 8). RT and error rate Figure 8 shows mean RT and mean error rate as a function of instructed TTP and precue information. The ANOVA for RT revealed a



Figure 8. Mean RT (upper panel) and mean error rate (lower panel) as a function of instructed TTP and precue information in Experiment 4. TTP: time-to-peak force. FP: full precue. HP: hand precue. TP: TTP precue; NP: no precue.
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significant effect of instructed TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 9.33, MSE ¼ 1,886, p , .01. As predicted by PFUM, RT in condition TTP100 (453 ms) was 19 ms shorter than that in condition TTP200 (472 ms). The effect of precue was significant, F(3, 69) ¼ 207.79, MSE ¼ 2,785, p , .001. As expected, RT was shortest in condition FP and longest in condition NP. Planned contrast using the Tukey procedure (critical value: 28.4 ms, p , .05) revealed the following ordering of mean RT for the different precue conditions: FP (319 ms) , [HP (464 ms) ¼ TP (480 ms)] , NP (586 ms). Importantly, the interaction of precue and instructed TTP was at least marginally significant, F(3, 69) ¼ 2.92, MSE ¼ 268.56, p ¼ .063. The absolute RT advantage of responses with minimal TTP was largest in condition HP (28 ms) and NP (23 ms), slightly smaller in condition TP (18 ms), and smallest in condition FP (9 ms). The analogous analysis for error rate revealed a significant effect of precue, F(3, 69) ¼ 14.80, MSE ¼ 11.84, p , .001. Planned contrasts (critical value: 1.85%) revealed that error rate was higher in condition NP (8.1%) than in the other conditions (4.5% on average; all ps , .05). The error rates in the other conditions did not differ significantly from each other (all ps . .05). There was no significant effect of instructed TTP (F , 1). However, the interaction of precue and instructed TTP was significant, F(3, 69) ¼ 4.33, MSE ¼ 8.60, p , .05. Correlations between RT and force pulse parameters Table 9 shows the correlations between RT and force pulse parameters (TTP, pulse duration, peak force, rate of force production) as a function of instructed TTP and precue information. ANOVAs revealed that across conditions, the correlation between RT and TTP, F (1, 23) ¼ 20.59, MSE ¼ 0.11, p , .001, and the correlation between RT and pulse duration, F(1, 23) ¼ 15.13, MSE ¼ 0.16, p , .01, were significantly different from zero. Neither the correlation between RT and peak force nor the correlation between RT and rate of force production differed from zero. Consistent with the findings of the
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Table 9. Mean correlations between RT and force pulse parameters in Experiment 4 as a function of instructed TTP and precue information Force pulse parameters



Condition



TTP



Pulse duration



Peak force



Rate of force production



FP



.33 .19 .08 .07 .17 .04 .03 2.06



.34 .24 .07 .08 .13 .07 2.01 2.03



.16 .14 2.01 .01 .03 2.04 2.01 .05



2.12 2.07 2.07 2.04 2.10 2.04 2.04 .09



HP TP NP



TTP100 TTP200 TTP100 TTP200 TTP100 TTP200 TTP100 TTP200



Note: TTP: time-to-peak force. FP: full precue. HP: hand precue. TP: TTP precue. NP: no precue.



previous experiments, the correlations between RT and force pulse parameters were very low when the precue provided partial or no information (between 2 .10 and .17). However, when full information was provided by the precue the correlations were somewhat higher (cf. Table 9). This impression was confirmed by ANOVAs revealing a significant effect of precue on all correlations. Besides the effect of precue, there was only a significant effect of instructed TTP on the correlation between RT and TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 7.52, MSE ¼ 0.06, p , .05, reflecting a higher positive correlation in condition TTP100 (r ¼ .16) than in condition TTP200 (r ¼ .06). Furthermore, the ANOVA for the correlation between RT and rate of force production revealed a statistical trend of instructed TTP, F(1, 23) ¼ 4.12, MSE ¼ 0.05, p ¼ .054. The correlation tended to be higher in condition TTP100 (r ¼ .09) than in condition TTP200 (r ¼ .02). No other effect or interaction was significant in the analysis of any of the correlations.



Discussion Experiment 4 replicated the typical results of previous precueing studies (e.g., Anson et al., 2000; Bonnet et al., 1982; Jentzsch & Leuthold,
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2002; Rosenbaum, 1980; Ulrich et al., 1998). RT decreased with increasing amount of advance information about the response. Furthermore, a significant RT advantage for force pulses with minimal TTP emerged, replicating the findings of Experiments 1 and 2. Importantly, the RT advantage tended to be modulated by advance information. When there was no advance information about the characteristics of the force pulse (conditions NP and HP) an RT advantage of about 25 ms was observed. The RT advantage was reduced, at least in absolute values, by one third when the precue provided information about TTP. Full advance information about the upcoming response reduced this RT advantage by a further 50%. This result suggests that the programming process of force pulses is more efficient when the muscle groups involved in the upcoming response are specified before the onset of the imperative stimulus. However, there was still an RT advantage of about 10 ms, even when the response was fully specified by the precue. A possible explanation for this outcome is that participants did not use the precue in all trials to prepare their responses. This idea is supported by studies that reported a small RT advantage for force pulses of minimal TTP, even when response hand was always known, and advance information about TTP was provided by a precue (e.g., van Boxtel et al., 1993).



GENERAL DISCUSSION The goal of the present study was to investigate the programming of brief isometric force pulses. In four experiments participants had to produce isometric force pulses with different TTP and equal levels of peak force in a response precueing task. Specifically, these experiments tested which characteristics of force pulses are associated with RT. As outlined in the Introduction, three alternative accounts have been discussed in the literature. According to some authors, response duration has a major influence on RT with longer response durations resulting in longer RT—that is, the so called dit – dah effect (e.g., Klapp, 1974, 1995, 2003; Vidal et al., 1991, 1996). Other authors concluded



that RT mainly depends on rate of force production with a higher rate of force production resulting in shorter RT (e.g., Carlton et al., 1987; van Boxtel et al., 1993). A third account is provided by PFUM (Ulrich & Wing, 1991). PFUM predicts especially short RT for force pulses with minimal TTP. According to PFUM, however, RT should not differ for force pulses with different but nonminimal TTP. Consistent with all three accounts, force pulses with minimal TTP had shorter RT than force pulses with nonminimal TTP. In Experiments 1, 2, and 4, one response alternative employed force pulses with minimal TTP (TTP100), and the other response alternative(s) employed force pulses with nonminimal TTP (TTP150, TTP200). In all three experiments, force pulses of condition TTP100 had an RT advantage of about 30 ms. The RT advantage that was observed replicated findings of other studies (Carlton et al., 1987, Exp. 1; Masaki et al., 2004; Sommer et al., 1994; van Boxtel et al., 1993) and extended them to a task in which TTP was manipulated within a block of trials with clearly defined optimal and tolerated ranges of peak force and TTP. Most importantly, RT did not differ for force pulses with different but nonminimal TTP. To test between the different accounts, Experiments 2 and 3 incorporated two conditions in which TTP was above the minimal level (TTP150, TTP200). Crucially, in both experiments RT was almost identical for responses in conditions TTP150 and TTP200. This result is at variance with the assumption of other authors that response duration or rate of force production has a major influence on RT. As responses of condition TTP200 had both a longer response duration and a lower rate of force production than responses of condition TTP150, one would expect shorter RT for the latter responses. The interpretation of a zero effect is always problematic. However, the combined analysis of Experiments 2 and 3 revealed no RT difference between conditions TTP150 and TTP200 either. Furthermore, a significant RT advantage for force pulses of condition TTP100 emerged in Experiment 2. Hence, the power of the RT analysis was sufficient to detect potential RT effects.
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Therefore, it is unlikely that the zero effect observed was due to a Type B error. Some more evidence for the assumption that neither pulse duration nor rate of force production is the major determinant of RT is provided by the weak within-condition correlations between RT and these force pulse parameters. If, for example, rate of force production had a major influence on RT, with higher rates of force production resulting in shorter RT, one would expect high negative within-condition correlations between RT and rate of force production. This, however, was not observed. PFUM can account both for the RT advantage of force pulses with minimal TTP and for equal RT of force pulses with different but nonminimal TTP. According to PFUM two parameters have to be prespecified for the production of brief isometric force pulses—namely, the number of force units and force unit duration. However, when the required TTP is at its minimal value (i.e., about 100 ms), so is force unit duration, and hence it does not need to be adjusted via a timeconsuming tuning process. As the duration of the programming process is lengthened the more response parameters have to be specified (Rosenbaum, 1980, 1983), RT should be shorter for force pulses with minimal than with nonminimal TTP. This prediction of PFUM was supported by the RT advantage of force pulses with minimal TTP observed in Experiments 1, 2, and 4. More importantly, PFUM predicts that the duration of programming process is the same for force pulses with different but nonminimal TTP. As always two parameters have to be adjusted in the motor programme when TTP is above its minimal level, the duration of the programming processes should be equal. The virtually identical RT for force pulses of conditions TTP150 and TTP200 observed in Experiments 2 and 3 supported this prediction of PFUM. Moreover, the results of Experiment 3 suggest that strategic effects did not account for the RT advantage of force pulses with minimal TTP observed in Experiments 1, 2, and 4. Although identical instructions and precues were used in Experiments 1 and 3, an RT advantage for the “shorter” response alternative only emerged in Experiment 1.
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Responses with longer TTP were more forceful than responses with shorter TTP in all experiments although the participants were instructed to keep peak force invariant across conditions. This is also in line with PFUM, because it predicts that the number of force units and force unit duration act in a nonlinear fashion on peak force. According to PFUM, force unit duration has to be increased when participants have to produce force pulses with longer TTP. Consequently, there is a larger overlap of the single force units’ activity resulting in a higher peak force. To produce force pulses with different TTPs but of equal peak force (as in the present study) fewer force units need to be recruited when TTP is relatively high. The observation that force pulses with longer TTP were more forceful than force pulses with shorter TTP suggests that this tuning process is rather difficult. PFUM can account for some dit – dah effects reported in previous studies. The results of the present experiments suggest that some dit – dah effects reported in other studies emerged, as responses with TTP about the minimal value were employed as dit responses. For example, Klapp (1995, Exp. 3) reported a dit –dah effect of 20 ms when dit responses had a response duration of about 150 ms and dah responses about 450 ms. As TTP makes up for about 40 –50% of response duration (Carlton et al., 1987; Ulrich et al., 1995), TTP of dit responses was probably about its minimal value. Other studies also reported an especially high RT advantage for dit responses when the duration of these responses was very short (e.g., Klapp & Erwin, 1976, Exp. 1 (a– d); Klapp et al., 1978). As dit – dah experiments usually did not control for response dynamics, and the key-presses used as responses were not purely isometric, it remains unclear whether the RT advantage of dit responses was influenced by factors other than response duration. Differences in the programming of force pulses with minimal and nonminimal TTP, however, cannot account for all dit –dah effects reported in previous studies. For example, dit – dah effects were demonstrated in studies in which the duration of dit responses suggests that TTP was
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clearly above the minimal level (e.g., Vidal et al., 1991, 1996). Furthermore, dit – dah effects were also observed for responses involving movements (e.g., Klapp & Rodriguez, 1982) and verbal responses (e.g., Klapp, 1974, 2003). The predictions of PFUM are consistent with results of some previous studies, which suggested that rate of force production has a major influence on RT. Several studies that demonstrated that rate of force production has a major influence on RT compared only two response alternatives within one block of trials, of which one employed force pulses with nearly minimal TTP (Carlton et al., 1987, Exp. 1; Masaki et al., 2004; Sommer et al., 1994; van Boxtel & Brunia, 1994; van Boxtel et al., 1993). The present experiments suggest that this result might be better explained by differences in the programming process of force pulses with minimal and nonminimal TTP, respectively. For example, in the first experiment of Carlton et al. (1987), an RT advantage for the “shorter” response alternative emerged only when this response employed force pulses with a force duration of about 180 ms. Clearly, this result fits nicely with the predictions of PFUM. It must be emphasized, however, that PFUM cannot explain all effects of rate of force production on RT observed in previous studies. For example, in their second experiment Carlton et al. reported an RT advantage for force pulses with higher rate of force production when all response alternatives were force pulses with TTP about 150 ms and hence above the minimal value. Therefore, in this experiment rate of force production was not confounded with TTP as participants controlled rate of force production by changing peak force and keeping TTP on a constant level. Further research is necessary to reveal under which conditions rate of force production and peak force might influence RT, respectively (see also Siegel, 1988). Besides PFUM, there are also neurophysiological accounts that assume that force pulses with very short TTP have a special status.4 Specifically,



4



according to the size principle (Henneman, 1957) motor units that will contribute a small amount of force are activated prior to motor units that will contribute higher amounts of force. As the transmission time of motor neurons decreases with their size, shorter RT (about 5– 10 ms) could result for faster contractions (Desmedt & Godaux, 1979; see also Haagh, Spijkers, Boogart, & van Boxtel, 1987). However, in the present study target peak force was relatively high, and TTP of responses was relatively low even in conditions TTP150 and TTP200. Therefore it seems reasonable to assume that in all TTP conditions the whole motor neuron pool was activated simultaneously (Bu¨dingen & Freund, 1976; see also Haagh et al., 1987; Ulrich & Wing, 1991). Furthermore, the size of the observed RT advantage for responses in condition TTP100 was quite large. This suggests that differences in transmission time cannot account for the major part of the observed RT advantage. Advance information about TTP reduced the RT advantage of force pulses with minimal TTP. According to the parameter specification model of Rosenbaum (1980, 1983), advance information about TTP should enable the specification of response parameters before the onset of the imperative stimulus. Consequently, the shorter duration of the programming process of force pulses with minimal TTP assumed by PFUM should not influence RT at all. Therefore, the parameter specification model would predict no RT advantage for these force pulses when advance information about TTP is provided. The results of Experiments 1, 2, and 4 provide only tentative evidence for this prediction. Although the RT advantage for force pulses with minimal TTP was reduced by advance information in Experiments 1 and 4, it was not reduced to zero. Furthermore, in Experiment 2 advance information about TTP did not reduce the RT advantage at all. There are at least three possible explanations for this unexpected outcome.
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First, participants probably did not use the precue to prepare their responses in all trials. Therefore, RT for some of the precued responses was influenced by the duration of programming processes. Consequently, a small benefit for force pulses with minimal TTP should result in mean RT even when the precue provided advance information about TTP. Second, in Experiment 4 the RT advantage of force pulses with minimal TTP was 50% smaller when the precue provided advance information about TTP and response hand than when it only specified TTP. This result provides some evidence that advance information about TTP can be utilized more efficiently when the precue also specifies the muscle groups involved in the upcoming response.5 Third, as in many previous precueing studies, the present experiments used symbolic imperative stimuli. An abstract stimulus – response mapping increases the difficulty in selecting the correct response and hence will lengthen the duration of response selection. In the present experiments this may have masked some effects of programming processes (Leuthold et al., 1996). This assumption gets some support from the result that advance information about TTP did not reduce the RT advantage for force pulses with minimal TTP in Experiment 2. In this experiment, the demands for response selection were rather high as there were six different response alternatives. Further research is needed to reveal whether the reduction of the RT advantage by advance information is more pronounced when a compatible stimulus – response mapping is employed. Advance information about TTP reduced RT for both force pulses with minimal and those with nonminimal TTP. In all experiments advance information about TTP resulted in a precue effect of more than 100 ms. Furthermore, Experiment 4 replicated the results of previous response precueing studies that RT decreases



with increasing amount of advance information about the response (e.g., Anson et al., 2000; Bonnet et al., 1982; Jentzsch & Leuthold, 2002; Rosenbaum, 1980; Ulrich et al., 1998). The major part of the precue effect was probably due to an acceleration of response selection processes (Frith & Done, 1986; Goodman & Kelso, 1980; Hick, 1952; Leuthold et al., 1996; Miller & Ulrich, 1998). This conclusion is supported by the result that the RT benefit due to advance information about TTP was largest in Experiment 2. In this experiment, the TTP precue reduced the possible response alternatives from six to two, whereas it reduced the possible alternatives from four to two in the other experiments. The interaction of precue information and TTP condition observed in Experiments 1 and 4, however, suggests that response programming processes were responsible for parts of the precue effect. As the precue reduced the number of response alternatives equally for responses with different TTP, this interaction cannot be explained by a mere acceleration of response selection as is assumed by some authors (e.g., Goodman & Kelso, 1980). In summary, the results of four experiments are consistent with the predictions of PFUM. According to PFUM the programming of isometric force pulses involves the specification of two response parameters, which have to be adjusted via a time-consuming tuning process. However, when TTP is about its minimal value only one response parameter has to be adjusted, and this results in shorter RT. The present study demonstrates that programming processes may differ due to force pulse characteristics. The combined recording of RT and response dynamics can help to uncover these differences. Original manuscript received 18 November 2004 Accepted revision received 29 April 2005 PrEview proof published online 27 December 2005



5 An alternative explanation for the especially small RT advantage for force pulses with minimal TTP in the full precue condition is that participants had different utilization strategies in the full and partial precue conditions, respectively. Specifically, they could have made more of an effort to prepare their responses in the full precue condition as they were aware that this will largely shorten RT. There is evidence, however, that different utilization strategies in full and partial precue conditions do not have a strong influence on response preparation within the response precueing paradigm (Sangals, Sommer, & Leuthold, 2002).
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